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SUMMARY

Wearable, handheld, and embedded or standalone intelligent devices are becoming quite common and can support a diverse range of applications. In order to simplify development of applications which can adapt to a variety of mobile devices, we propose an adaptation framework which includes three techniques: follow-me, context-aware adaptation, and remote control scheme. For the first, we construct a personal agent capable of carrying its owner’s applications. Second, we design a personal agent capable of carrying applications with an adaptable hierarchical structure. Then, applications can be adapted approximately to the context of devices by using an attribute-based component decision algorithm. Finally, to achieve a remote control scheme, we distribute the computational load of applications on the resource-restricted mobile devices. An application is divided into two parts that can be executed on a user device and a server separately. In short, this framework facilitates the development of widespread applications for ubiquitous computing environments. Furthermore, it enables the applications to follow their owners and automatically adapt to different devices. Copyright © 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

With the progress of mobile technology, embedded systems and information appliances have been developed, and various kinds of handsets, networked facilities, and personal mobile devices enrich our lives. These technologies have been applied to many fields. For example, there are networked
TVs and home entertainment facilities in home appliances; Internet-capable PDAs, mobile phones, wearable computers in personal mobile applications; and embedded servers in business applications. Accordingly, context-aware applications, which adapt their behaviors to a changing environment [1,2] according to the context, such as indoor position, time of the day, nearby equipment, and user activities [3], can be developed. Context-aware mobile tourist guides [4] and location-aware shopping assistants [5] are two examples.

We can now foresee an ubiquitous computing environment [6] where a user can retrieve his personal information through any nearby computing facility, such as mobile and embedded computing devices, desktop computers, etc. In such an environment, information presented on the devices can be adjusted according to the context of these devices. One of the applications, called ImageGathering, where a multimedia campus guidance system is built on a campus, can be taken as an example. Wherever they are on campus, students can always ask this system for the location of a building by using a Java phone, PDA, or a laptop. Depending on the context of the student’s device, a formatted image suitable for the student’s device can be delivered to the student. When a visitor would like to enter some building on the campus, he can use his Java phone for more information on that building, and then a PNG image of $64 \times 54$ pixels will be sent to him. A notebook user can get a JPEG image of $340 \times 256$ pixels.

The delivery of the required image, depending on the context of device capabilities and user preferences, dominates the functions of this ImageGathering system. In addition, whatever device is used, users’ applications will still continue. A user, for example, can use a desktop computer to check his daily report. When he moves from room to room, information about his report can still be acquired by a handheld PDA. In brief, we aim at providing a context-aware adaptive framework that can not only adapt functions of applications which personally rely on the context of the devices used, but also keep the executing states of applications even by using different devices.

1.2. Objectives and methodologies

Several problems obstruct the development of applications on small and handheld devices.

- The resources of the small and mobile devices are restricted, in terms of three aspects: memory, power, and networking. First, the size of the needed memory can be a problem. For example, a Java KVM already requires between 160 and 512 kB. Second, the needed battery power over time has to be available in the device. Finally, the communication need has to cope with the limited bandwidth in wireless (and sometimes low-power) networks.
- The computational capability of small and mobile devices is limited. Unlike stationary personal computers at 2 GHz or more CPU speed, those of the small and mobile devices are lower, like a Microsoft smart phone at 200 MHz CPU speed.
- The characteristics of the devices, such as screen size, color number, and resolution, are diverse. For instance, the resolution of Nokia 6600 is $176 \times 208$ (pixels), while that of Nokia 7210 is $128 \times 128$.

Therefore, we concentrate on two objectives to solve these problems. The first is to distribute computational load of programs running on small and handheld devices. To expand the computational capabilities of programs, some components of programs are designed for servers. The limited resources of these devices, therefore, will not restrict the capabilities of the programs. The second objective is to accomplish the adaptation of the functions of applications. To reach this goal, we structure an
application composed of its functions, each of which can be implemented by one or more candidate components. Furthermore, for each function, a proper component among the candidate components capable of implementing the function can be appropriately chosen to substantiate this function (said corresponding function) in accordance with context profiles of user devices.

The methods proposed in this paper contain three primary mechanisms: remote control scheme, follow-me, and context-aware adaptation. The remote control scheme divides the program of an application into two parts: front-end and back-end modules. The front-end module runs on the client device. The back-end module can be executed on a server and communicate with the front-end module through remote dynamic invocation, an invocation mechanism between the two modules (detailed in Section 6). As a result, certain components of an application with heavy computing load can be enveloped into the back-end module and run at the server side. For follow-me, a personal agent can not only be anchored at a certain server to serve its owner, but can also carry back-end modules of applications as migrating among servers with its owner. This provides the flexibility for application developments.

To adapt functions of applications to the context of user devices, we use Composite Capabilities/Preference Profiles (CC/PP) [7–11] and Wap User Agent Profile (WAP UAProf) [11,12] context modeling frameworks. CC/PP as defined by the W3C CC/PP working group, can describe device capabilities and user preferences in RDF/XML format. Generally, it is used for a device’s delivery context and for the adaptation of content presented to devices. WAP UAProf was developed by the WAP research groups for the same purpose. Furthermore, structuring applications helps to adapt them, so an application is organized into front-end and back-end modules that contain numerous components, each of which can be declared to implement a function comprising the application. Additionally, we design Application Structure and Component Constraints (ASCC), an XML-based description that describes the requirements of components of an application by using constraint sets. Integrating the use of the ASCC and CC/PP profiles can enable the proposed system to be aware of structures and constraints of applications for adapting applications further.

This paper is organized as follows. After an overall introduction to the context-aware adaptation framework in Section 2, we describe the essential aspects of personal agents and applications in Section 3, and the mechanisms for agent migration and application reconstruction in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 present an attribute-based component decision algorithm, performance evaluation, application interfaces, and remote dynamic invocation. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 7 and present conclusions in Section 8.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1. Example scenario

The last section has mentioned our main objectives and focuses. In this section, we explain the architecture and components of our framework. Figure 1 illustrates a scenario for an application which

‡ A component is an object in object-oriented programming.
can be developed with our framework. Assume that on the campus there is a wired Ethernet and IEEE 802.11. Students can then surf the Internet via the networks. Let us assume that a student wants to gather certain butterfly images. When in his laboratory, he can collect the information via his personal computer. Then, when he goes out for a meeting (the arrow indicates the direction of his movement), he can use a PDA to continue collecting the images. After arriving at the meeting room, he can go on working if there is another laptop available there. In so doing, his work will continue whether or not he carries his device. This scenario includes two critical techniques. First, the image can be suitably resized according to the context of the device. Second, the collection status is continuously executed without interruption while moving or after changing devices. In order to approach this, we attempt to design our framework to provide the following functionalities.

- It can divide a program of the application into two modules: one is the back-end module running at the server side for retrieving the images and transmitting the images to users’ devices. The other is the front-end modules executed on users’ devices for representing the gathered images, as shown in Figure 1.
- Numerous computing transformation and adaptation algorithms, which need heavy computational resources, will be enveloped in the back module to be executed at the server side instead of running the whole program on the devices. Thus, it will weaken the restriction of application development by this limitation of resources on devices.

Figure 1. An overview of the system infrastructure.
• The system can change the transformation and adaptive component of the application to others, according to what devices users use.
• The back-end module can move with the user.

2.2. System infrastructure overview

Figure 1 exhibits the infrastructure of our system, in which there are three main components: context-aware adaptation, repository service, and client. The client devices can be mobile or stationary and may include computing devices such as PCs, PDAs, laptops, smart phones, Java Phones, etc. A front-end module for each user can be executed on its owner’s device. The access networks of the devices include wireless IEEE 802.11x networks, and 2.5/3G telecommunication networks. On the server side, there is a context-aware adaptation server (CAAS server) in each local area network (LAN). In this design, we do not assert that each LAN must have a CAAS server. But, if we assume there is a server in a LAN, back-end modules of applications can be carried by agents, and moved to the server in the LAN where their owners move.

2.3. System architecture

Figure 1 demonstrates the infrastructure of our system. Internally, there are three primary constituents, client, context-aware service, and repository service, which correspond to client tier, context-aware service tier, and repository service tier, respectively, as presented in Figure 2.

2.3.1. Client tier

This tier contains various mobile, handheld, or stationary computing appliances. As in Figure 2, the devices cover J2ME-capable phones, PJava-capable PDAs, and J2SE-runable laptops or personal computers. PJava, J2ME [13,14], and J2SE are the Java Virtual Machines for different operating systems and hardware environments. Each of these has some particular configuration profiles. In J2ME, the profiles of KVM, J2ME Configuration, and MIDP are involved. In addition to having the functions of J2ME, PJava also includes Configuration, Foundation Profile, Personal RMI, CDC Profiles, whereas the J2SE environment comprises JVM and optional Java API.

The front-end module on the device can send a registering message with its context profile to inform CAAS servers of its capabilities. After that, while the remote invocation interface of the front-end module is invoked, the user agent of the front-end module will serialize the invocation into messages and send the messages to the back-end module. Then, the corresponding method of the back-end module will be invoked. We call this scheme remote dynamic invocation (explained in Section 6) in our system. To implement this scheme, we design two components. One is User Agent, which provides an interface. Programmers can use the interface to invoke the methods of back-end modules. The other is CC/PP Negotiator, which can send CC/PP profiles [8,10,11] to inform CAAS servers of devices’ capabilities when the user’s device initially connects to this server. Figure 3 shows the RDF/XML [15–17] serialization of a context profile, which is wrapped in transmitted messages. It illustrates 16 (bits per pixel) in the hardware component of a user device.
2.3.2. Context-aware adaptation service tier

This tier includes at least one CAAS server that can support the migration of agents, execution of back-end modules, and application adaptation. The servers connect with each other via Remote Method Invocation (Java RMI) [18] and IP multicasting. The RMI connection is capable of serializing objects and transmitting continuously the serialized results over networks to support agent migration. Through the connection, personal agents can carry their owners’ back-end modules and migrate.
GET /ccpp/html/ HTTP/1.1
...
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF>
  <rdf:Description rdf:ID="MyDeviceProfile">
    <prf:component>
      <rdf:Description rdf:ID="HardwarePlatform">
        <prf:BitsPerPixel>16</prf:BitsPerPixel>
      </rdf:Description>
    </prf:component>
  </rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 3. A CC/PP profile.

between CAAS servers. In this system, there are two modes (synchronous/asynchronous), which can be set here. The synchronous mode allows the personal agent to migrate with its owner, while the asynchronous mode requires the agent to stay at its resident server.

We take advantage of IP multicast to transmit the notification of application deployment and RMI connection setup. Each server listens to the same IP multicast address. If messages are transmitted to the address, the servers which listen to this address can receive the messages. For example, if an application is deployed into the repository service, the notification of the deployment will be sent through the channel. The servers, listening to the multicast IP address, can receive the notification. Data needed to be sent in the application deployment are transmitted via the RMI connections between CAAS servers and the repository server. In implementation, the multicast connection is constructed in the beginning of this system. Namely, CAAS servers and the repository server listen to a multicast address before constructing RMI connections. A server thus can build an RMI channel connecting with another by broadcasting a joining message to the multicast address. The servers which receive the broadcast messages will reply to those servers sending the joining messages.

CAAS servers are capable of adapting applications§ carried by the agents migrating from other servers. An image transformation function, for instance, can be implemented by two candidate components: BMP-to-PNG, and BMP-to-JPEG. The former will be applied when the requesting client device is a J2ME-capable phone. While the user uses a desktop computer instead, the latter component can be chosen to implement this function.

A CAAS server principally includes four constituents: client interaction agent, context manager, agent manager, and component manager. The client interaction agent serves as an interactor, which communicates with CC/PP negotiators on user devices. It can transmit the messages used in the CC/PP negotiation protocol and remote dynamic invocation.

§A process is used to decide on proper components for the carried application.
For communicating with user agents on client devices and adapting applications, the context manager can parse the CC/PP profiles embedded in the registration messages in the initial negotiation process of the CC/PP protocol. To handle these profiles, we apply DELI service [19] and Jena API [20] to a context manager. One is request solver, which is capable of unpacking HTTP1.1 request messages to retrieve the CC/PP profiles. The other is profile processor, which can parse the CC/PP profile. In addition, all of the parsed profiles will be collected into profile cache. Thus, devices can transmit the changed part to the service instead.

The agent manager is capable of constructing and maintaining personal agents. Additionally, it controls an agent’s lifecycle, and invokes the corresponding method related to the state change of the lifecycle. In order to save the cost of constructing agents, and to immediately respond to user devices when connecting to the back-end module, the agent pool is built. By using this pool, agents can be constructed beforehand and recycled after completing their tasks.

The component manager supplies the agent manager with the classes needed for constructing an application adaptation. Figure 4 presents the internal classes for creating the object instances to construct agents, applications, and components by createAgent(), createApplication(), and createComponent(), respectively (explained in Section 3.3). Also, an ApplicationContext class, which contains an application structure table, a component decision tree, and a changed component table, etc., can support the application adaptation and the component construction.

Server communication agents can be used to construct RMI and IP multicast links between CAAS servers. The data access agent has the function of requesting and receiving data from

---

\[\text{Figure 4. Classes of component manager, component factory, and application context.}\]
the repository service. Another connection is built by using \texttt{URLClassLoader} between a CAAS server and the repository service.

2.3.3. Repository service tier

This tier acts as the database and directory service in our system. Three categories of information are stored, including application information, personal information and context profiles, as shown in Figure 2. This tier also stores the classes and ASCC files of the applications deployed. Note that an application structure and component constraints (ASCC) profile, designed in this framework, is an XML-based profile. It describes application structures and component information. When a programmer has finished developing an application, he or she can pack the code of the application into a Java Jar file (a compressed file containing the class files), and then store this packed file and the ASCC description of the application into the repository service.

In order to deliver the information concerning a deployed application to CAAS servers, two mechanisms are designed. One is application preloading, in which the repository service notifies the CAAS servers once an application is deployed into the repository. The other is application remedy, which can be applied if the required classes of the applications carried by the agent are not found. It is implemented when a CAAS server accepts a migrated agent, as discussed in Section 4.4.

3. PERSONAL AGENT

3.1. The state transfer of the agent

A personal agent, which is an active object with a state, is assigned to serve a user. The term ‘active’ means that the agent has a thread to perform a certain method invocation requested by the front-end module. An agent will invoke the requested method of the back-end side when it receives a request. Consequently, the result is sent back to the front-end modules. The state transition of an agent is presented in Figure 5.

In the \texttt{Ready} state of an agent, the agent is activated to be ready for receiving invocation requests from the front-end module. When receiving a request, it invokes the corresponding method of the appointed application. Then, the state will transit to the \texttt{Execution} state. When invoking is completed, the agent will send the result of the execution to the front-end module, and its state will change back to the \texttt{Ready} state. Moreover, the carried applications can be adapted by the agent manager only in this state. If this occurs, it will change to the \texttt{Stop} state and to the \texttt{Adaptation} state soon afterwards. In the \texttt{Stop} state, the agent is deactivated and does not receive any requesting invocation. Thereafter, components of each function of the application can be switched appropriately. The situations that cause the state to transit to the \texttt{Stop} state are (i) a logout message received from the user agent; (ii) no messages received from the user agent for a period of time; (iii) the agent is instructed to migrate to another server. Moreover, conditions that make the state transit back to the

\footnote{URLClassLoader is a Java class capable of loading classes from remote computers. It will be used if the required classes do not exist in CAAS servers.}
Ready state are (i) an agent manager has got the agent from the agent pool and then assigned it to its user for recycling; (ii) application adaptation has been performed; (iii) agent migration has been completed.

3.2. The structure of an agent

In this section, we discuss the inner structure of an agent. Figure 6 indicates an agent, which is composed of a state and a body. The state records the information related to the agent’s user and the applications carried by the agent.

3.2.1. Agent state

An agent state (Figure 6) is composed of agent ID (the identifications of the agent), User ID (its owner), Device ID (the owner’s device), and Application IDs (the applications carried). In addition, the agent state records the states of applications. Each of the states includes absent component IDs and an event queue. Absent component IDs are the identifications of the component objects withdrawn from the agent body. An event queue is responsible for queuing the requested events in the execution state. The queue is used to keep events, so it stops the execution of processes from being interrupted by incoming events. Specifically, an event queue retains the events of the state transition and notifications of the invocations from the front-end module. State transition and invocations will be scheduled in the order of FIFO, so if a new event arrives, it will be put at the rear of the queue. Then, to process these events, the main thread of this agent obtains an event from the front of this queue. Taking the scenario in Section 1.1 for example, the user agent, in the front-end module of a user device, requests the user’s personal agent for a picture. When the personal agent receives this invocation, events concerning the invocation will be generated and put in the queue. In this example, the events corresponding to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12 (in Figure 7) are put into the event queue. Next, if any request arrives or the state transition is triggered, the notification relevant to these events will follow the previous requested notifications.
3.2.2. Agent body

Figure 7 shows the detail of the implementation of the example ImageGathering. In this example, there are two basic systems: one is the application developed through the API of our system; the other is a biological multimedia information provider on the Internet. This provider has three types (image, video, and text) of data provided, shown on the right-hand side of the figure.

We divide the application into two parts: the front-end module and the back-end module. The front-end module contains two main constituents: an image display that can show images, and a requester that can send requests and receive the replied images. This module executes on the client device. The back-end module consists of four constituents: Image Transmitter, Cache, Image Retriever, Transcoder, and Data Access. In this module, Image Transmitter is responsible for receiving clients’ requests and replying the required images. Image Retriever can obtain the requesting images from the biological multimedia information provider through Data Access. Next, it will pass the images to Transcoder for transforming images, such as image resizing, or to the cache for subsequent retrieving of images immediately. The following lists the possible procedures used to retrieve the required images that the student wants to collect:

- 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 5 → 6 → 12 → 13: this procedure means that when Image Transmitter receives the user’s request, the required images are obtained from the information provider.
Figure 7. The back-end module of the application Image Gathering.

- $1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 7 \rightarrow 8 \rightarrow 9 \rightarrow 12 \rightarrow 13$: this process refers to obtaining the required image from Cache.
- $1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 7 \rightarrow 8 \rightarrow 9 \rightarrow 10 \rightarrow 11 \rightarrow 12 \rightarrow 13$: this indicates that the images are passed to Transcoder for resizing after Image Receiver gets the images in the second bullet, and then the results are transmitted to the requester.

Figure 6 shows an application, which is structured hierarchically. This application is composed of more than one function that could be implemented by at least one component. The application structure exhibited in Figure 7 can also be expressed in the form of the two-level hierarchy demonstrated in Figure 8. As we can see in Figure 8, each function links to candidate components. The function Image Retriever, for example, links to three components: JPEG Retriever, GIF Retriever, or PNG Retriever. This indicates that the function Image Retriever can be implemented by the three components.

Components, in our system, are classified into three categories: Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3. Type 1 components have the characteristics inclusive of stateful, relative, and immoveable. The stateful property means that the component records some particular data. For instance, Image Cache for the cache function belongs to this category. In contrast, specifying the stateful property No means that the components do not keep track of any particular data. If we declare a component as relative, it is associated with certain resources, and these components have database or TCP/IP connections. For example, the components of the function Data Access need to be declared as this type, since it connects to the database of the multimedia provider over the networks. Another moveable property is used to modify the components that fail to be carried in agent migration.

3.3. Application structure and component constraints

In order to enable this framework to be aware of the structures of applications, we define ASCC, an application profile description. Figure 9 illustrates the ASCC profile of the application ImageGathering.

As we can see in Figure 9, the <application> element includes five <function> elements, which can describe the five functions. In each <function>, the candidate components can be specified. Lines 4–28, for instance, declare that <component id="JPEGRetriever" ...>, <component id="GIFRetriever" ...>, and <component id="PNGRetriever" ...> can implement the Image Retriever function. In addition, within a <component> element, the properties, stateful/stateless, relative/irrelative, and carried/un-carried respectively. The priority property concerns the priority.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<ascc xmlns:ascc=http://dcsw3.cis.nctu.edu.tw/project/CAAS ...>
  <application id="ImageGathering">
    <function id="ImageRetriever">
      <default idref="JPEGRetriever"/>
      <component id="JPEGRetriever" priority="51\%"
        stateful="No" relative="No" carried="No">
        <constraints>
          <prf:ImageCapable>Yes</prf:ImageCapable>
          <prf:CcppAccept>image/jpeg</prf:CcppAccept>
        </constraints>
      </component>
      <component id="GIFRetriever" priority="50\%"
        stateful="No" relative="No" carried="No">
        <constraints>
          <prf:ImageCapable>Yes</prf:ImageCapable>
          <prf:CcppAccept>image/gif</prf:CcppAccept>
        </constraints>
      </component>
      <component id="PNGRetriever" priority="50\%"
        stateless="No" relative="No" carried="No">
        <constraints>
          <prf:ImageCapable>Yes</prf:ImageCapable>
          <prf:CcppAccept>image/png</prf:CcppAccept>
        </constraints>
      </component>
    </function>
    <function id="Transcoder">
      <default idref="SizeTailor"/>
      <component id="ColorTransformer" priority="50\%"
        stateful="No" relative="No" carried="No">
      </component>
    </function>
    <function id="Cache">
      <component id="ImageCache" stateful="Yes" relative="No" carried="Yes">
      </component>
    </function>
    <function id="DataAccess">
      <component id="MSAccess" stateful="Yes" relative="Yes">
      </component>
    </function>
    <function id="ImageTransmitter">
      <component id="HTTPConnector" stateful="Yes" relative="Yes">
      </component>
    </function>
  </application>
</ascc>

Figure 9. The ASCC profile to describe the structure of ImageGathering.
of a component, one of which is chosen in each application adaptation. Furthermore, to set a component as a default component for a function, we can use the element `<default>`. If we want to set a component implementing the function which cannot be replaced with others, we can use the property "unchanging='Yes'". Figure 10 exhibits the class diagram of the implementation of the back-end module, which is made up of the classes derived from three original classes. A programmer defines a personal agent class, which is derived from the `Agent` class, and lets the agent carry the applications whose classes derived from the `Application` class. Furthermore, the programmer can define various subclasses of the class `Component` to substantiate and diversify his application. Without loss of generality, we use `MyAgent`, `MyApplication`, and `MyComponent` as the user-defined classes, which are illustrated in Figure 10.

4. AGENT MIGRATION

In the application ImageGathering, even when moving from room to room, users can continue collecting the information. In order to complete this, we need to overcome the following problems: ‘How does the system perceive the situations of users’ movement?’ and ‘How does the system instruct an agent that serves the user to migrate with the user under perceiving the situations of users’ movements?’.
4.1. Types of mobility

We can roughly partition off networks into data-com network and tele-com network. Data network includes IEEE 802.11x [21,22], wired LANs, and bluetooth networks [22]. Tele-com network consists of 2.5/3G [23] networks (Figure 11). According to the characteristics of these networks, we define personal mobility and terminal mobility. Personal mobility means that by using any nearby computing equipment, a user does not need to carry his device wherever he moves. In other words, a user can use a device to perform his work, and also continue working via another instead. Terminal mobility indicates that a user can perform his work via his carried device.

As shown in Figure 11, the data-com network contains a large number of LANs, and the three kinds of networks may be in the same region, as Local Area 1. Furthermore, there is one possible type of network in a LAN, such as Local Area 2. In a tele-com network, numerous wireless tele-com network areas, formed by the radio coverage of base stations, are regarded as the same network in our system.

Cases of users’ movements from one region to another can be grouped into three categories: intra-location mobility, inter-location mobility, and inter-domain mobility. Intra-location mobility means that the coverage of a user’s movement does not exceed the range of a LAN. For instance, when a student collects information through his personal computer in his lab, inter-location mobility indicates that a user’s movement crosses two LANs. A case of this movement might be that a user uses a certain device in Local Area 1, and then uses another after moving to Local Area 2. Inter-domain mobility
refers to the fact that a user’s movement crosses data-com networks and tele-com networks. A student, for example, collects images by using his personal computer in his lab. Next, in place of the personal computer he uses a Java Phone when moving from his lab to a meeting room.

4.2. Agent registration

The system provides two mechanisms to perceive users’ movements. We call the first mechanism Passive-Client and Active-Server (PCAS). In this mechanism, the user agent of a user’s device will be notified to initiate a registration procedure when its user moves to the server’s covered region. We call the second mechanism Active-Client and Passive-Server (ACPS). By using this mechanism, user agents of a user’s device will actively inform the repository service if they need to connect to some CAAS server.

In PCAS, a server located in a region can detect movements of user devices entering into this region. When a user uses his device and enters this region, the server notifies the user agent on his device, thereupon the user agent will register with this server. Intrinsically, notification messages are the advertisements broadcast periodically on the wireless IEEE 802.11 network by a CAAS server. User agents of client devices continue listening to such messages. Provided that there is a user entering a new wireless LAN, then the user agent will send a requesting service message to the server sending the notification without registering to any server. Figure 12 illustrates the sequence diagram of this procedure. To inform the server of client information, we embed the CC/PP profile in the request service message. While a server receives the request message from the ClientInterActionAgent object, it will forward the messages to the RequestResolver object to resolve the CC/PP profile. The RequestResolver object is capable of retrieving the profile from the message and passing it to the ProfileProcessor object to resolve the profile. Then, the result will be passed to the CAAS service object, c2. When receiving the message, c2 requests CAAS service c1 for the user’s personal agent. The user’s personal agent, therefore, can be instructed to migrate to the server c2 close to the user. In this mechanism, user agents on users’ devices can automatically register to CAAS servers when their owners move among LANs.

The main difference between ACPS and PCAS is that in ACPS user agents on devices actively register to the repository service. Thus, ACPS can be applied to solve the condition where user agents on user devices have not connected to any server. A user agent on a user’s device, for example, sends a request message to the repository service. Upon receiving a request message, the repository service redirects the connection to the nearby CAAS server closest to him. This procedure is decomposed into the steps shown in Figure 13.

It will be possible that agent migration is not needed if the covered regions of user movements are identical. Perhaps one of the conditions is that the device briefly disconnects, and then reconnects to the server. Under this condition, the user’s personal agent still resides in this server. Thus, when the user agent asks the repository service about a CAAS server, the repository service will inform the user device of the original nearby CAAS server, and redirect the connection to that CAAS server. Though the user device reconnects to the CAAS server, the personal agent will not be instructed to migrate.

We explain below how the system perceives users’ movements and when a CAAS server instructs a user’s personal agent to migrate from another server. Further, the cases of users’ movements can be considered altogether with PCAS and ACPS, as follows.
• In inter-domain mobility, two situations are classified into this category. One condition is that the underlying network accessed is data-com network first and tele-com network subsequently. Under this condition, user agents on user devices can register automatically by using ACPS. The other condition is the opposite of the first condition. Here user agents on user devices can be notified to register through PCAS, as shown in Figure 14.

• In the cases of inter-location mobility where a user crosses two different kinds of LANs, user agents on user devices can be notified to register through PCAS.

• Under the conditions of intra-location mobility, it is unnecessary to move users’ personal agents, because in this case users use their devices on the same network.

Figure 12. The sequence diagram of ACPS.

Figure 13. The sequence diagram of ACPS with agent migration.
4.3. Agent migration strategy

In agent migration, we consider the three strategies: Heavyweight Agent Migration (HAM), Flyweight Agent Migration (FAM), and Lightweight Agent Migration (LAM).

4.3.1. Heavyweight Agent Migration

In the HAM strategy, an agent will carry the components belonging to Type 2 and Type 3 while migrating, except for those specified as "carried='No'" in the ASCC profile. Figure 15(a) illustrates an example. Agent migration is a procedure that serializes object instances comprising a whole agent into a byte array, and then sends the serialized binary data to the target server. Upon receiving it, the receiving server reconstructs the agent from the byte array.

Suppose that an application is carried with two functions: fun 1 and fun 2. fun 1 can be implemented by components comp 1 and comp 2, and fun 2 can be realized by comp 3 and comp 4. Figure 16 exhibits the results of the HAM strategy applied to agent migration. The components comp 1–4 are carried with agent migration. When the agent reaches CAAS server 2, the server appropriately adapts the applications carried by the agent. For function fun 1, the component comp 1 is suitable for the context of the user device used previously. However, it is not suitable for that of the other used subsequently. As a result, the component comp 2 is chosen to substitute comp 1.

Figure 17 shows the HAM algorithm. At the transmitter side, the immoveable components are detached and then their IDs are recorded into an absent component array in an agent state S.

**The term 'not carried' means nullifying the object references in the implementation code.
Figure 15. The structure of the application ImageGathering by using three strategies: (a) using HAM, (b) using FAM, and (c) using LAM.

Figure 16. Agent migration using HAM.

While accepting the agent on the receiver side, the receiving server will retrieve the application IDs from the agent state and record them into array $A$ (lines 1–2). If, for each function, a certain component implementing this function is unsuitable, another proper component will be chosen to substitute for that component by means of $\text{DECIDE-PROPER-COMPONENT}(A[i], F[j], T, Q, D)$. Eventually, line 16 switches each unsuitable attached component to a more appropriate one for each function $F[j]$ of an application $A[i]$ in the agent $G$. 
$G$: an agent; $S$: the agent state of the agent $G$; $A$: an array recording IDs of the applications carried by the agent $G$; $F$: functions comprise an application $A[i]$; $T$: a previous context profile; $Q$: a current context profile; $C$: an array recording IDs of un-carried components of an application $A$; $D$: a decided components for functions $F$ of an application $A[i]$

HAM - TRANSMITTER($G$)
1 GET - AGENT - STATE($G, S$)
2 GET - APPLICATION - IDS($S, A$)
3 for $i ← 0$ to length[$A$]
4 do GET - FUNCTION - IDS($S, A[i], F$)
5 for $j ← 0$ to length[$F$]
6 do DETACH - IMMOVEABLE - COMPONENT($G, A[i], F[j], C$)
8 for $k ← 0$ to length[$C$]
8 do ADD - TO - ABSENCE - COMPONENT($G, S, A[i], F[j], C[k]$)
9 return $G$

HAM - RECEIVER($G, T, Q$)
10 GET - AGENT - STATE($G, S$)
11 GET - APPLICATION - IDS($S, A$)
12 for $i ← 0$ to length[$A$]
13 do GET - CHANGED - OR - ABSENCE - FUNCTION - IDS($S, A[i], F$)
14 DECIDE - PROPER - COMPONENT($A[i], F, T, Q, D$)
15 for $j ← 0$ to length[$D$]
16 do SWITCH - COMPONENT - TO($G, A[i], F[j], D[j]$)
17 return $G$

Figure 17. The algorithm of HAM.

4.3.2. Flyweight Agent Migration

The principle of this strategy is to minimize the data size needed to transfer an agent between servers. In other words, the components, except for those classified to Type 2 and Type 3 and indicated as "carried='Yes'", are not carried with agent migration. Figure 18 illustrates this example since, except for the component Image Cache, no component is carried with agent migration. This is because Image Cache is Type 2 and declared "carried='Yes'", but the other components are the cases in either Type 1 or Type 2/3 components declared "carried='No'" (see Figure 3). Figure 19 illustrates that the components comp 1–4 are not carried since these components are classified to Type 2/3 but not specified "carried='Yes'". Then, in CAAS server 2, for each function, proper components are decided upon. Additionally, their object instances are reconstructed if necessary.

The algorithm of FAM is shown in Figure 20, where components, except for the Type 2/3 components specified "carried='Yes'", are not carried in agent migration. At the acceptance of the agent, the server can examine the missing components (retrieved into array $F$). After deciding upon proper components for each function in line 14, the receiver creates object instances for those
in $F$, and plugs the suitable ones into their corresponding functions (in lines 15–16). However, there is likely to be a problem: the required classes (the user-defined subclasses of `Component`) are not found. If this problem occurs after an agent migrates, the needed classes can be loaded through the component manager. Details of this will be given in Section 4.4.

### 4.3.3. Lightweight Agent Migration

The substance of this strategy is that one component is carried for each function in an application, except for Type 1 components, when agents migrate. A possible method we propose is to carry the only components which implement its corresponding functions in agent migration. Figure 15(c) illustrates this strategy, where only the components implementing their corresponding functions are carried. Except for Type 1 components (Data Access and Image Transmitter), the components of the functions Image Retriever, Transcoder, and Cache are carried.
Likewise, in Figure 19, before the agent migrates, the components \textit{comp 2} and \textit{comp 4} are detached from the functions \textit{fun 1} and \textit{fun 2}, respectively. While the agent arrives in CAAS server 2, \textit{comp 2} and \textit{comp 4} are chosen as the proper components for \textit{fun 1} and \textit{fun 2}, individually. Therefore, instances of the two components will be reconstructed, and then attached to their corresponding functions.

Figure 21 presents the algorithm. At the transmitter side, line 6 detaches all components, except for the Type 2 and Type 3 components implementing their functions. Their IDs are recorded to an agent state \textit{S} (line 8). When accepting the agent, the proper components will be determined and substitute for the components that are absent or unsuitable, as shown in lines 13–16.

4.3.4. Comparison

In this section, we tested these three strategies to see how the size and number of components affect time cost (ms) of agent migration and application adaptation. In the experiments, we consider HAM, FAM and LAM under the worst case. In addition, in LAM we measure cases of LAM under the best case. The best case means that all components carried by an agent do not need to be replaced. The worst case indicates that all components carried by an agent need to be switched to the proper components. Figure 22 shows the experimental setting. We measure the round trip time during which CAAS server 1 informs CAAS server 2 to instruct an agent to migrate successfully. To analyze the results accurately, we measure each case 10,000 times to compute the average of the results.
LAM - TRANSMITTER($G$)
1 GET - AGENT - STATE($G, S$)
2 GET - APPLICATION - IDs($S, A$)
3 for $i \leftarrow 0$ to $\text{length}[A]$
4 do GET - FUNCTION - IDs($S, A[i], F$)
5 for $j \leftarrow 0$ to $\text{length}[F]$
6 do DETACH - ALL - EXCEPT - IMPLEMENTING - COMPONENT($G, A[i], F[j], C$)
7 for $k \leftarrow 0$ to $\text{length}[C]$
8 do ADD - TO - ABSENCE - COMPONENT($G, S, A[i], F[j], C[k]$)
9 return $G$

LAM - RECEIVER($G, T, Q$)
10 GET - AGENT - STATE($G, S$)
11 GET - APPLICATION - IDs($S, A$)
12 for $i \leftarrow 0$ to $\text{length}[A]$
13 do GET - CHANGED - OR - ABSENCE - FUNCTION - IDs($S, A[i], F$)
14 DECIDE - PROPER - COMPONENT($A[i], F, T, Q, D$)
15 for $j \leftarrow 0$ to $\text{length}[D]$
16 do SWITCH - COMPONENT - TO($G, A[i], F[j], D[j]$)
17 return $G$

Figure 21. The algorithm of LAM.

CAAS 1:
CPU : Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 2.40GHz
Memory : 512M Bytes RAM
Network Adapter: Intel(R) PRO/100 VE
Operating system : Microsoft Window 2000 Service Pack 3
Java Virtual Machine : J2SE 1.4.2

CAAS 2:
CPU : Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 2.40GHz
Memory : 1,024M Bytes RAM
Network Adapter: Intel(R) PRO/100 VE
Operating system : Microsoft Window XP Professional Service Pack 1
Java Virtual Machine : J2SE 1.4.2

Figure 22. The experimental setting.
We experiment on the strategies through two measurements. First, we let an agent carry an application containing one function, which is implemented by two components. We consider the cases of HAM, FAM, LAM-B, and LAM-W by gradually increasing the size of the two components from 512 to 128 kB. Table II and the upper part of Figure 23 demonstrate the time cost (ms) of the cases. As we can see, FAM performs worse than the other three; on the whole the cases of LAM-B and LAM-W cost less than the others, and LAM-B performs best. Second, we let an agent carry an application composed of one function, which can be implemented by 50, 75, 100, ..., 250 components separately. In Table III and the lower part of Figure 23, the results indicate that HAM and FAM perform worse than LAM-B; while LAM performs better than the others. In this situation, the time needed increases with an increasing number of components. This is because each of the algorithms performs a certain operation one by one for each component attached. For example, the HAM algorithm detaches all of the immoveable components.
4.4. Class loading for composing application

We have mentioned that the proper components can be reconstructed and attached to implement their corresponding functions. Nevertheless, we encounter the problems of how to bind the necessary components to applications of agents, or how to distribute the classes and the information of the deployed applications to the CAAS server. In this section we will explain two methods used in our current system to solve these problems.

However, the problem that the required classes cannot be found may occur in class loading after an agent migrates to a new CAAS server. To solve this, we have designed two approaches: application preloading and application remedying. Application preloading is to load in advance the classes that the applications need. We can make the component managers on CAAS servers load the classes of applications while the applications are deployed into the repository service. After that, object instances of the classes required can be created and initialized without loading classes. Suppose that an agent migrates to a CAAS server, and the applications carried are adapted, we can use application preloading when these classes are not found. A CAAS server can retrieve the required classes to declare their
object instances of the classes through the component manager. Figure 24 exhibits the scenario of application preloading. A programmer first finishes developing an application, and afterwards he deploys the application into the repository service. While receiving the deployment, the repository service will send the notifications to CAAS servers via IP multicasting. Once the CAAS servers get the notification, they will load the classes of the deployed applications.

However, in this scenario, the other problem is that the server has not loaded the required classes when an agent arrives in a CAAS server. This circumstance occurs right after the migration of the agent to a server which has not yet received the information of the deployed applications. This scenario might occur when the server is recovering from a crash. Therefore, we can solve this problem via application remedying. Provided that an agent carries back-end module 1 and migrates to CAAS server 2, an object instance of a certain class will have to be constructed. Therefore, two flows, 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 4 → 9 → 10 and 1 → 2 → 5 → 6 → 7 → 8 → 9 → 10 → 11, are executed to complete this work, as shown in Figure 25. The former is where the component manager has finished loading the classes before the agent migrates. The latter is where the required classes are not found at that moment; thereupon, they will be loaded from the repository service via URLClassLoader, and then stored in the component repository at the CAAS server.

4.5. Component replacement issues

After application adaptation, invoking the same method will yield different results. Figure 26(a), for example, illustrates that after adaptation the component GIF Retriever replaces the component JPEG Retriever to implement the function Image Retriever. Invoking the same method of Image Retriever after adaptation, Object A can obtain a GIF image. Its implementation is shown in Figure 27. An object instance of the class Function can record a number of references of its candidate components.
In addition, within a Function class a reference is used to keep the component that is implementing this function. If a method of a front-end module is invoked, the invocation will be sent to its back-end module. Accordingly, the method `invoke()` of the object reference (currentComp) kept in this back-end module will be invoked, as shown in lines 8–12. When the component implementing the function is replaced with another component, line 5 will be executed to change the kept object reference. Thus, if line 8 is invoked again, the result returned will be that of invoking the method `invoke()` of the new component. Therefore, in our system each user-defined component needs to implement the method `invoke()` (line 8) of an interface IComponent. As a result, we can invoke the same interface, and then our system can invoke the method `invoke()` of the component that currently implements this function.

Although adapting these components can simplify the programming, it might lead connections and data to change after application adaptation. For example, in Figure 26(b) the function Cache retains certain images, but the same result may not be retrieved after adaptation due to the replacement by Image Cache 2. On the other hand, certain components, connecting to resources and objects (TCP/IP links, HTTP request/reply, database connections), are treated as Type 1 components in our system. While a transaction is being executed or messages are delivered (in Execution state) via Type 1 components, no migration and adaptation of the agent can be performed. In some situations, new instances of the components can be established to continue execution of the same process after migration or adaptation. Figure 26(c) shows this example. In it, the component HTTP Connector 1 of the function Image Transmitter is substituted for HTTP Connector 2 after the agent migration, and images can be retrieved. However, the process of Figure 26(c) cannot guarantee the completeness of the whole transaction. Thus, exploiting Type 1 components, programmers can specify the components "unchanging='Yes'" in the ASCC profile and let agents anchor at a server without movements through `registerSynchronous()` in the API of the front-end module. Accordingly, agents do not follow their owners, and also components cannot be replaced. Briefly, when using Type 1 components
to connect to certain resources and Type 2 components to retain information, programmers need to notice the semantics of the adaptation on components.

5. CONTEXT-AWARE ADAPTATION

The use of the context profile to decide upon proper components in application adaptation is a critical issue. In this paper, we aim to develop an attribute-based algorithm that chooses components appropriately by using CC/PP and WAP UAPof profiles.

5.1. CC/PP and WAP UAPof

Figure 28 illustrates a profile of WAP UAPof in Resource Description Framework RDF format. RDF is a general-purpose language for representing information on the Web. This description covers six parts describing some characteristics of devices: Hardware Platform,
Figure 27. The XML serialization form of the profile in Figure F28.

Software Platform, Network Characteristics, BrowserUA, WAP Characteristics, and Push Characteristics. As in Figure 28, Hardware Platform specifies the hardware properties of devices. These properties include prf:Keyboard, prf:NumberOfSoftKeys, prf:ScreenSize, and prf:ScreenSizeChar, whose values can be PhoneKeypad, 2, 84x30, or 10x3, respectively. Figure 27 demonstrates the XML serialization form of the context profile in RDF.

5.2. Attribute-based component decision algorithm

Take a profile $Q$ for example. The profile $Q$ includes a set of attributes, which can be expressed as $\{a_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq n\}$, where $a_i$ and $n$ denote an attribute and the total number of the attributes in the profile individually. Let $domain(a_i) = \{a_{v_i,k_i} \mid 1 \leq i \leq n$ and $1 \leq k_i \leq v_i\}$ indicate the domain of the attribute $a_i$, and $value[a_i]$ be the value of the attribute, where $v_i$ is the number of possible values of $a_i$. For instance, Figure 27 involves the attribute TextInputCapable, which has value[TextInputCapable] = yes and domain(TextInputCapable) = {yes, no}.

An agent body contains a number of applications. An application comprises one or more functions $fun_1, fun_2, ..., fun_m$. Each of them can be implemented by at least one component, $comp_1^1, comp_2^1, ..., comp_m^1$, where $1 \leq i \leq n$ and $r_i$ denotes the number of the user-defined components implementing $fun_i$. For example, $fun_1$ can be implemented by components $comp_1^1$ and $comp_2^1$ (illustrated in Figure 29). Each component $comp_x^1$ has a constraint set $CS_{x,y}$, which contains
zero or more tuples \((a_i, a_{v_i,k})\), where \(1 \leq i \leq n\) and \(1 \leq k \leq |domain(a_i)|\), annotated under each component shown in Figure 29. We can accomplish the testing of a component to see if it can be chosen to implement its corresponding function by using this constraint set. For a component \(comp_x^y\), if for the given profile \(Q\), \(comp_x^y\) can be chosen, it must be true that each attribute value \(a_{v_i,k}\) of \((a_i, a_{v_i,k})\) in its \(CS_{x,y}\) is equal to the value of the same attribute \(a_i\) in \(Q\). If so, we say that the component is satisfied. For example, assume that a certain profile and two components \(comp_1\) and \(comp_2\), and the function \(fun_1\) are given. The component \(comp_1\) has the constraint set \{\((Color\,Capable, yes)\)\} and \(comp_2\) has \{\((Color\,Capable, no)\)\}. Because the value of the same attribute \(Color\,Capable\) in this profile is \(yes\), \(comp_1\) is satisfied. \(comp_1\) can be chosen to implement \(fun_1\) accordingly. A constraint set, in implementation, can be established by a \(<\text{constraints}>\) element in the ASCC description. As in Figure 3, lines 9–10 describe two elements, \(<\text{prf:Image\,Capable}>\) and \(<\text{prf:Ccpp\,Accept}>\). Therefore, the component \(comp_1\) is declared suitable for processing JPEG files. As a result, the constraint set \(CS_{1,1} = \{(Image\,Capable, yes), (Ccpp\,Accept,image/jpeg)\}\) will be generated.

A component decision tree can be seen as a tree hierarchy. It comprises a number of attribute nodes, each of which has several branches linked to other attribute nodes as its child nodes. Let \(an_{i,d}\) indicate...
an attribute node, which is semantically equivalent to the attribute \(a_i\) with the same name in the given profile \(Q\). Let \(av_{j,i}\) denote a branch of an attribute node \(an_{i,d_i}\), where \(1 \leq k_i \leq |\text{domain}(a_i)|\), \(d_i\) is between 1 and the component number at the same level in a tree, and \(1 \leq i \leq n\).

Each attribute node \(an_{i,d_i}\) has a linked component set \(LC_{i,d_i}\) that includes the components associated via dotted lines in the component decision tree, illustrated in Figure 29. As in the figure, the linked component sets of the attribute nodes \(an_{3,1}\) and \(an_{3,2}\) are \(LC_{3,1} = \{comp_{1,1}, comp_{2,1}\}\) and \(LC_{3,2} = \{comp_{2,2}\}\), respectively.

To operate a component decision tree, there are a pointer \(cursor\) and two operations, \(\text{NEXT}(an_{i,d_i}, an_{i+1,d_{i+1}})\) capable of moving \(cursor\) from an attribute node \(an_{i,d_i}\) to its child node \(an_{i+1,d_{i+1}}\), and \(\text{VISIT}(an_{i+1,d_{i+1}})\) representing \(cursor\) visiting an attribute node \(an_{i+1,d_{i+1}}\). Taking Figure 29, for example, the pointer \(cursor\) will point to the attribute \(an_{3,1}\) when the operation \(\text{NEXT}(an_{2,1}, an_{3,1})\) is applied; thereupon \(an_{3,1}\) is visited, denoted by \(\text{VISIT}(an_{3,1})\). Furthermore, let \(t\) denote a traverse from the root to a certain leaf node. A traverse \(t\), a sequence of \(\text{VISIT()}\) and \(\text{NEXT()}\), can be expressed as \(SEQ(t) = <\text{VISIT}(an_{1,1}), \text{NEXT}(an_{1,1}, an_{2,d_2}), \text{VISIT}(an_{2,d_2}), \text{NEXT}(an_{2,d_2}, an_{3,d_3}), \ldots, \text{NEXT}(an_{i,d_i}, an_{i+1,d_{i+1}}), \ldots, \text{VISIT}(an_{n,d_n})>\). In Figure 29, for instance, a traverse \(t\) starts from the attribute node \(an_{1,1}\) to the attribute node \(an_{3,1}\). Thus, \(SEQ(t)\) is equal to \(<\text{VISIT}(an_{1,1}), \text{NEXT}(an_{1,1}, an_{2,1}), \text{VISIT}(an_{2,1}), \text{NEXT}(an_{2,1}, an_{3,1}), \text{VISIT}(an_{3,1})>\). Accordingly, while a traverse \(t\) is built, the linked component set \(LC_{i,d_i}\) of each attribute node \(an_{i,d_i}\) visited can be united to establish a proper component set

\[
P(t) = \bigcup_{\text{for each } i \text{ and } d_i} LC(an_{i,d_i}).
\]
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Figure 30. An instance of a component decision tree on the right-hand side, and the associated components of the application ImageGathering on the left-hand side.

For example, suppose that there is a profile \(\{\text{ImageCapable, CCPPAccept, JavaPlatform, \ldots}\}\), and their domains can be expressed as \(\text{domain(ImageCapable)} = \{\text{yes, no}\}\), \(\text{domain(CCPPAccept)} = \{\text{yes, no}\}\), etc. Figure 30 demonstrates the structure of the functions and components of an application. The function Image Retriever can be implemented by three components: JPEGRetriever, GIFRetriever, and PNGRetriever. The constraint set of the first component is \(\text{CS}_{1,1} = \{(\text{ColorCapable, yes}), (\text{CCPPAccept, image/jpeg})\}\), and that of the second component is \(\text{CS}_{1,2} = \{(\text{ColorCapable, yes}), (\text{CCPPAccept, image/gif})\}\). Moreover, in the component decision tree, each attribute node \(a_{n,di}\) has a number of branches and a linked component set \(L_{C_{n,di}}\). As in Figure 30, the attribute node \(\text{ImageCapable}\) has two branches, yes and no. The attribute node \(\text{CCPPAccept}\) has three branches encompassing \(\text{image/jpeg, image/gif, and image/png}\). In addition, the attribute node \(a_{3,1}\) is a \(\text{JavaPlatform}\) whose linked component set is \(L_{C_{3,1}} = \{\text{JPEGRetriever}\}\), and that of \(a_{3,2}\) is \(L_{C_{3,2}} = \{\text{JPEGRetriever}\}\).

Let us assume that a traverse \(t\) is made by moving \(\text{cursor}\) from the root \(a_{1,1}\) (\(\text{ImageCapable}\)) to the leaf node \(a_{3,1}\) (\(\text{JavaPlatform}\)). As a result, the sequence \(\text{SEQ}(t) = \langle \text{VISIT(ImageCapable), NEXT(ImageCapable, CCPPAccept), VISIT(CCPPAccept, JavaPlatform), VISIT(JavaPlatform)\rangle}\) and the proper component set of \(t\), \(P(t) = \{\text{JPEGRetriever}\}\) are established.

The problem to be solved through the attribute-based component decision algorithm is how to decide upon a proper component to implement each function \(f\) if given an application \(p\) and each function \(f\) of the application \(p\); or how to adapt an application \(p\). This is because \(\text{SEQ}(t)\) and \(P(t)\) will be generated after traversing from the root to a leaf node. In \(\text{SEQ}(t), \text{NEXT}(a_{n,di}, a_{n+1,di+1})\) implies \(\text{VISIT}(a_{n,di})\) and \(\text{value}[a_{n,di}] = a_{v,di}\). Therefore, if a component \(comp_{k}\) exists in \(P(t)\), then \(\forall i, k, \text{value}[a_{n,di}] = a_{v,di} = \text{value}[a_{i}]\), where \(a_{n,di} = a_{i}\) and \(a_{i}\) in \(CS_{x,y}\). In other words, for a
traverse $t$ the proper component set $P(t)$ contains the components which are satisfied. Specifically speaking, given an application, if a suitable component exists for each function, this component can be chosen from $P(t)$. Moreover, if there are two or more suitable components at the same time, the last-examined component will be chosen as the default. This algorithm solves the problem and eliminates the need for traversing a tree from the root to a leaf node. Once sufficient components exist in the proper component set $P(t)$, traversing a component decision tree can terminate at some internal attribute node which is not a leaf node.

In implementation, instead of realizing this algorithm by using the data structure tree, we realize this algorithm by means of a linking list. The reason for this is that using the tree as the data structure consumes more memory space to choose proper components. For each attribute node $ani,di$ at the same level of a component decision tree, the information recorded for the nodes seems different, except for the linked component set $LC_i,di$. However, the information is essentially identical. Take the previous profile $Q$ and the tree in Figure 29 as an example. At level 3, $ani,di$, and $i,di$, are semantically equivalent to the attribute $a_3$ in the profile $Q$. Therefore, to implement the concept tree, we use a linking list. In this way, for each level in a tree, attribute nodes $ani,di$, for all $di$, where $1 \leq i \leq n$ and $1 \leq di \leq vi$, are regarded as one node in a linking list. Figure 31 represents a linking list that starts from the root attribute node connecting to its child attribute node in the tree as the next node, which also links to its child node as the next node, and so on. This hierarchy of the linking list equals that of the component decision tree. In this list, an attribute node $ani$ has two links: one connects to a child attribute node $ani+1$; the other binds its linked component set (a hash table in practice). In Figure 31, for example, the linking list, kept by a table index, starts from the attribute node $ani$ to the attribute $ani$, each of which binds a linked component set. For instance, the attribute node $ani$ retains a link component set containing two components $comp^1_i$ and $comp^2_i$.

Figure 32 illustrates the implementation of the component decision tree (Figure 30). Symmetrically, by traversing from the root node Image Capable to the node Java Platform, the proper component JPEG Retriever for the function Image Retriever can be chosen.

In our system, we apply an attribute-based component decision algorithm to the application adaptation. Applications carried by the agent are adapted when the agent migrates to a new CAAS server. Implementing the component decision tree by a linking list simplifies the maintenance of attribute nodes. The space complexity is the sum of linked component hash tables $\sum_{i=1}^{n} LC_i,di$ for all $i$, where $1 \leq i \leq M$. It is less than $n_m \times M$, where $n_m$ is the number of attributes, and $M$ is the size of the maximum linked component hash table. $M$ is a constant. Therefore, the space complexity is $O(n_m)$.

In terms of time complexity, the time complexity is constant for the attribute-based algorithm as the processing time does not depend on the number of components. By contrast, we can consider a simple algorithm that decides upon proper components by examining each component. Thus, we inspect the constraint set $CS_{x,y}$ for each component $comp^i_x$. This costs $O(n_c \times n_m)$ worst-case time, where $n_c$ denotes the total number of components of an application, and $n_m$ is the number of attributes. The cost of the attribute-based algorithm is merely affected by the length of the linking list (the height of the component decision tree). In addition, the link can be built from the attributes in $CS_{x,y}$ for all components $comp^i_x$ in an application instead of generating it from all attributes in a given profile. Therefore, its time complexity costs $n_m = \max(|CS_{x,y}|)$. This means that the time complexity is dominated by the size of the maximum constraint set. As it can be seen, using the attribute-based algorithm to support decisions about component selection facilitates
programming of adaptive applications. It can support a large-scale system with a large number of diverse implementations of particular functions.

5.3. Hash tables in the application context

We explained the algorithm in the previous section. The algorithm uses auxiliary hash tables providing the functionalities that include choosing the component, creating the component, and constructing application for the application adaptation. Therefore, the time cost of searching for the required components is decreased to $O(1)$ constant time.

Figure 33 illustrates the structure of these hash tables in an ApplicationContext class. This class contains the application structure and component constraints generated from an ASCC profile and keeps them by using hash tables. In the top-left of this figure, an index hash table is
Figure 32. The linking list of the decision tree illustrated in Figure 30.

associated with the hash tables: a changed components hash table, a component hash table, a function hash table, and so forth. Furthermore, it has a component context table, which includes stateful/stateless component hash tables, relative/irrelative component hash tables, etc.

A function hash table records the functions that make up an application, and a component hash table retains the components capable of implementing these functions. Through a changed component hash table and a component context table, information on components can also be retrieved. The former is used to retrieve the information related to the components needed to switch in application adaptation. The latter can be used to get components with particular semantics depending on their characteristics, including stateful/stateless, relative/irrelative, and moveable/immoveable. As in Figure 33, a stateless component hash table keeps a number of pairs, each of which keeps two references: one is the reference of a certain component and the other is its corresponding function. Component 1, for instance, is declared a stateless component and fun 1 its corresponding function.
6. REMOTE DYNAMIC INVOCATION

We have designed APIs for the development of the front-end module (Figure 34) and the back-end module (Figure 10). For programming on user devices, a programmer can use the IUserAgent interface. Through the API, programmers can set the synchronous/asynchronous mode of their personal agents through registerSynchrony(). Furthermore, we can obtain the Method object associated with a method of an application in the back-end module by means of the getMethod() method. In this way, if a programmer wants to let his front-end module invoke the method of the back-end module, he can use getMethod() to get the method he wants by specifying the method name as the parameter of getMethod(). Actually, while the invoke() method of the Method object is invoked, the invocation is essentially serialized into a byte message and transmitted to the remote back-end module. Figure 35 demonstrates the execution sequence of this procedure.
Figure 34. Application interfaces (APIs) on client devices.

Figure 35. Sequence flow of remote dynamic invocation.
To design applications in back-end modules, programmers can declare three kinds of user-defined classes (MyAgent, MyApplication, and MyComponent, as mentioned in Section 3.3). The first class can be used to construct a personal agent. An application carried by the agent can be created through the MyApplication class. Further, the components of the application can be derived from the Component class. Each of these classes has the substantial computational logic of the application. Programmers can declare the subclasses of the Component class to actualize the functions of applications. For instance, programmers can define AddComponent and SubComponent components to sum and subtract two numbers, respectively.

Figure 35 exhibits a process flow of remote dynamic invocation. The front-end module and the back-end module, in effect, run on a client device and on the server side, respectively. The classes related to Agent, Function, Component can be referred to in Figure 10 (Section 3.3). Suppose that there is a simple calculator application developed based on our system, users can add or subtract two numbers. A user can input two numbers and then press a compute button to calculate the two numbers by using the two components AddComponent or SubComponent. In this application, we let the back-end module compute the two numbers using AddComponent when users utilize Nokia 6600, or instead using SubComponent when users utilize Nokia 3300. This can be described in the ASCC profile of the application. Depending on the description, CAAS servers can choose one of the two components in application adaptation. We consider the following scenario. A user uses a J2ME-enabled phone and inputs two numbers. After he presses the compute button, ClientDevice of the front-end module of the application can send the serialized byte string of the invocation to the back-end module. While receiving the message, the system component ClientInteractionAgent will invoke invokeMethod() of the MyAgent class, and the method invoke() of the Function object appointed thereupon. Subsequently, the component implementing this Function object will be invoked. At that moment, if the user is utilizing Nokia 6600, the method invoke() of AddComponent will be invoked; if instead he is utilizing Nokia 3300, that of SubComponent will be invoked.

7. RELATED WORK

In our design, remote dynamic invocation acts to complete invocations between the front-end and back-end modules. RMI, a method invocation on remote objects, is a widely used interaction paradigm. However, not all devices support RMI. Java reflection [24] (Section 4.4) lets programmers invoke the appointed method of the object determined dynamically at run-time. The mature RMI and Java reflection techniques enable programmers to develop applications efficiently, but have not been completely supported in mobile execution environments. For example, in the J2ME run-time environment, Sun Microsystems has not defined the RMI mechanism in the J2ME specification. Though Sun Microsystems defined the RMI interfaces on the CDC environment (an optional package of CDC), it did not provide the RMI interfaces on the CLDC environment. As can be seen in Figure 2, the devices being used in the CDC environment are PDA, Palm, Pocket PC, and Smart Phone, while the devices with lower computational power only provide the CLDC environment.

Most mobile agent systems [25,26] provide abundant functions, including agent migration, communication of agents with other agents and with the underlying system, as well as support for security, transactions and controlling agents. For instance, MOLE [27] offers an agent migration
infrastructure with all of these functions, such as a protocol for fault-tolerant execution of mobile agents, accounting and billing, and control algorithms for finding agents, terminating agents, and orphan detection. Though complete functions support the mobile agent, adapting application according to the characteristics of the small and handheld devices has not been provided yet.

Some previous research has focused on the intrinsic structure of mobile agents and mobility behaviors of mobile agents, such as MobileSpaces [28]. MobileSpaces proposes agent hierarchy and inter-agent migration. The former is so that an agent can have several child agents, each of which also has agents as its child agents, and so on. The latter means that an agent is capable of migrating into another computer or to within an agent. Also, this framework makes agents adaptable. It regards a mobile agent as a component, and can combine a collection of agents into a single agent. Several agents are organized hierarchically into one agent. Additionally, this compound mobile agent can be adapted to the target environments. Although the hierarchical structure and adaptable concept for the mobile agents are provided in this framework, it does not structure the application or consider the context-aware adaptation for various mobile devices.

m-P@gent [27,29] provides environment-aware mobile agents capable of running on resource-limited devices and appliances. In addition, it supports the run-time environment with mobile applications on the mobile devices, and contains four subsystems—@Desk for the PC platform, @Palm for the Palm device platform, @Pocket for the PocketPC platform, and @TINI for the TINI device platform. Moreover, it divides a mobile agent into two parts: a core and add-on functional modules. Then, it can adapt add-on modules of the agent to a run-time environment via a specific profile for each run-time environment, such as the profile for J2SE and another profile for J2ME. Yet, this framework lacks the ability to distribute the computational loading of applications on the small and handheld devices. In other words, the capabilities of the applications on this mobile agent system are restricted by the limitations of the devices. Furthermore, to adapt each component of the mobile agent, it is necessary to describe the type and class of a component for each run-time environment. In our system, only a description of the component constraints in an ASCC profile is needed for the same purpose.

On the other hand, some researchers [1,2,6] have explored the follow-me applications. Harter et al. [2] describe a sensor-driven, or sentient, platform for context-aware computing that enables applications to follow users while they move around a building. Takashio et al. [6] also propose a mobile agent framework f-Desktop for the migration mechanisms of follow-me applications in an ubiquitous computing environment and evaluate its basic performance. Even though the basic functions of migration and adaptation of applications are provided, this framework does not concern the real context profiles of mobile devices for adaptation, and does not help run applications on these mobile and embedded devices.

In context sensing and modeling, Schmidt et al. have explored context acquisition from sensors [30], and aim to model the context information [31,32]. Gray and Salber [31] present a way of analyzing sensed context information formulated to help in the generation, documentation and assessment of the designs of context-aware applications. Furthermore, to use CC/PP as the context information, Indulska et al. [33] address a context model and a context management system able to offer pervasive systems, and discuss the pros and cons of the CC/PP framework.

For developing context-aware applications, Dey et al. [34] describe a distributed software infrastructure to support context-aware applications in the Aware Home, a prototype smart environment. Their infrastructure is similar to the Situated Computing Service [35]. Both of them discuss polling and notification mechanisms to impart application information of context changes.
Kermarrec et al. [36] focus on a contextual object, a conceptual object model, for developing applications toward adaptation on the continuous changes of the mobile environment. A contextual object has a context-sensitivity list (similar to component constraints in our framework) for describing the dependencies of an object and the kind of context that it senses. In addition, it has a reference to some real object (e.g., HTML page, Java Class, etc.) to represent the value of this object in the current context. A conceptual framework for context-aware applications in current mobile and Internet environments has also been proposed [37]. The framework contains three parts. The first is the context management part capable of sensing and aggregating data, and managing the set of context groups. The second is the service management part that selects the appropriate services with context information from the context management part, and returns the services to the adaptive user interface part. The third is the adaptive user interface part, which provides users with the adaptive and Web-based user interface with selected services. All of the frameworks can facilitate the development of context-aware applications and a fundamental adaptation infrastructure for the applications on a ubiquitous computing environment. Nevertheless, the weakness of their frameworks lies in the decision of the appropriate component or service for application adaptation according to context information.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In summary, we have explained our focus on transmitting agents efficiently and adapting applications to cope with the variability of user devices. By means of the front-end module and the back-end module, the restrictions in developing applications on small and mobile devices can be decreased. Furthermore, agents can synchronously migrate with their owners or be asynchronously anchored to their resident server. To transmit the agent efficiently, we experiment on agent migration strategies, and use the LAM as the default strategy for the agent migration. Additionally, by structuring applications in ASCC profiles, and leveraging CC/PP and WAP UPProf frameworks, the attribute-based component decision algorithm can choose the components suitable for the context of the user’s devices.

Currently, there are some issues that need addressing, including the replacement of the stateful and relative components, the conflict of the component property declaration, the consistency between the ASCC profile and the back-end module, and the lack of proper component declaration. Therefore, in the future we will attempt to design a software development kit (SDK) to aid programming and consistency checking. To further enhance this framework, some services related to the integration of this framework will be discussed in the future. Transaction and security handling, as well as load balancing and faulty recovery can be achieved by including services of distributed computing platforms, such as J2EE [38]. The J2EE environment offers a distributed application model, a unified security model, flexible transaction control, etc. In transaction, several invocations between the front-end module and the back-end module of an application are regarded as an atomic unit. This transaction can be handled through some particular operations, such as commit or abort, and the two phases commit protocol. Security consists of authentication and authorization, which can be used to protect servers against malicious applications, and vice versa. In addition to the methodologies, we will attempt to integrate our framework with some mobile agent systems. IBM Aglet [25] and MOLE [26], for instance, have full-fledged mechanisms of security, transaction, etc. Furthermore, we intend to exploit the context sensing and modeling technologies to increase the use of contextual information toward adaptation in ubiquitous computing environment.
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